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ABOUT INCITEMENT
Multi award-winning social enterprise in
corporate sustainability and community
initiatives and ESG- and SDG
implementation.

Focused on connecting companies, nonprofits,
and volunteers on the intersection of
sustainability and technology.

Platform that helps clients create more impact,
transparency, awareness, loyalty, and
insight through sustainability efforts.
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ABOUT INCITEMENT

CORE PROPOSITIONS FOR NONPROFITS

01

Volunteer Recruitment &
Management

A

B

Easily recruit and manage volunteers for
your project based on roles, skills and
time required.

Build volunteer capacity for your cause.

02

03

Collaborative Project- and

Fund raising

Task Management
A

Create, assign, and manage project tasks
and to-do’s using a customized project
dashboard.

B

Communicate amongst project volunteers
and stakeholders using the project
dashboard & demonstrate impact using
project updates.

© 2020 Copyright Incitement. All rights reserved.

A

Bring your project under the
attention of corporate sponsors and
raise funds for it.
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ABOUT INCITEMENT

CORE OFFERINGS FOR NONPROFITS

SOCIAL MEDIA
Generate awareness around your social
impact initiatives on world’s first social

VOLUNTEERING
Easily recruit and manage volunteers
based for your projects

media platform to accelerate progress on
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

IMPACT REPORTING
Transparency in project-based
fund disbursements connected

COMMUNITY BUILDING
Raise awareness for your cause
and build community around it.

to project milestones.

FUNDRAISING
Funding capabilities via both corporate
sponsorship and individual donations (soon),
as well as matching of donations (soon).

CSR & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Tools to manage projects together with
corporate sponsors, staff, and volunteers.
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ABOUT INCITEMENT

CORE BENEFITS FOR NONPROFITS

1.

REDUCE OVERHEAD
Reducing unnecessary overhead in social projects due to
workflow digitization.

2.

INCREASE TRANSPARENCY
Increasing transparency through project-based funding with fund
disbursements connected to key project milestones.

3.

RELIABLE IMPACT
Decentralized impact reporting and progress updates to maintain
progress accountability and ensure impact deliverables.

4.

ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNITY
Powerful engagement tools to build awareness and community
around your cause and social impact initiatives.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Incitement focuses on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). That means we match welldefined social projects (like yours) with corporate sponsors. Here is how that looks like.

Cause
You provide the
project scope
and execution

Brand
Your corporate
sponsor provides
the funds (and
optionally
manpower)

Project

External
volunteers
provide
manpower (if
needed)

Volunteer

Your beneficiaries
benefit from the
impact of your project

Beneficiaries
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

CREATING VALUE FOR YOUR CORPORATE SPONSORS
Important:
Because Incitement is different from other fundraising
platforms, in the sense that it focuses on CSR, you will also
have to use Incitement in a slightly different way than what
you might be used to from public fundraising platforms. In
order to have the highest chance of creating successful
projects, always keep the following in mind:

A corporate sponsor who funds your project,

!

is looking to receive something of value in
return for doing so. This value is usually in the
form of lifted brand awareness and improved
brand reputation/association.

Incitement offers you all the tools to help you do just that:
providing value for your corporate sponsors through
your project. Read more in the project listing guide.
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GETTING STARTED

CREATING A PAGE ON INCITEMENT

Listing your organization on Incitement
In order to create a project on Incitement and start using Incitement’s
fundraising, volunteer recruitment, and project management tools, you need to
have a page for your organization first. Follow these steps to create one, if you
haven’t already:
-

Register a personal account on Incitement

-

Click ‘Create Page’ in the top menu and follow the steps from there

!

We’ve explained the best practices for setting up your project in detail in
our Project Listing Guide. Before you continue to create your project,
read the Project Listing Guide and follow the instructions.
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GETTING STARTED

CREATING A PROJECT ON INCITEMENT

Once you’ve created your page, you can now create a project
Follow these steps to get started with creating a project:
-

Click ‘Create Project’ in the top menu and follow the steps from there.

-

Under ‘Select page’, select the page you just created.

-

Continue to follow the steps. Make sure to have our Project Listing
Guidelines handy for reference.

!

We’ve explained the best practices for setting up your project in detail in
our Project Listing Guide. Before you continue to create your project,
read the Project Listing Guide and follow the instructions.
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Project dashboard

MANAGING YOUR PROJECT

GETTING STARTED

After creating your page, you now have access to your
new project dashboard. From here, you have access to
collaborative project management tools, among others.

Use your project dashboard to:
-

Edit or unpublish your project

-

Add colleagues as project admins

-

Set the timeline for your project

-

Change funding needs and budget specifications

-

Add sponsor perks

-

Add or change volunteering roles

-

Create and assign tasks

-

Share files with project members

-

Recruit and manage volunteers

-

Raise funds and manage corporate sponsors

-

Post project updates

-

Upgrade the phase of your project

-

Create impact reports

-

And more features coming soon
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PROJECT PHASES (MILESTONES)
Incitement defines three key milestones in your project. Preparation, Execution and Completion. When you first create
your project, it is in the Preparation Phase. When your project is ready to start (it has either met the volunteering
requirement or funding requirement), you need to upgrade the phase of your project to the Execution Phase to receive
the next trench of funds needed to execute the project. Doing this will send out an automatic update to all your Page’s
followers, that your Project is now ready to be executed. Likewise, once your project is completed, you need to upgrade
the phase of your project to ‘Completion’.

Project Preparation

Project Execution

Project Completion

List your project according

After being matched with a

After the impact has been

to our guidelines here, for

corporate sponsor, your

delivered, your project tis

the highest chance of

project is ready to start and

completed.

successfully raising funds.

deliver the promised impact.
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?

PROJECT JOURNEY
How to create value for your corporate sponsor

Completion

Of course, there are steps in between each
milestone for your project. Creating a clearn
overview of the steps that are necessary to get

?

your project from start to finish, will give you a
good idea of where in the project journey you can
provide value for your corporate sponsor.

Think about this first:
For your project, which steps are needed in each
phase to make the project a success?

Execution

?
Preparation

CREATING VALUE
FOR CORPORATE
SPONSORS 13

PROJECT JOURNEY MAPPING
To answer that question, we can use a simple table where we describe the steps needed for each phase in the project. The table below is an
example of a project journey map. Depending on your project, there can be more or fewer steps for each phase.

Preparation Phase

Execution Phase

Completion Phase

Step 1: define the project’s scope and budget
according to the guidelines
Step 2: share your project in your own
network
Step 3: communicate and manage
expectations with your corporate sponsor
Step 4: purchasing all the materials and
arranging the logistics for the project
Step 5: delivering the promised impact to the
project’s beneficiaries
Step 6: follow-up with the beneficiaries to ask
them how their lives improved
Step 7: deliver impact report and sponsor
perks
CREATING VALUE
FOR CORPORATE
SPONSORS 14

PROJECT JOURNEY
Step 6

Now that we have the information from the table on

Completion

Follow-up with the

the previous slide, we can paint a good overview of
the entire project journey.

Step 7

beneficiaries to ask them

Deliver impact report

how their lives improved

and sponsor perks

Step 4
Purchasing all the materials and
arranging the logistics for the project

Step 5
Delivering the promised impact to the
project’s beneficiaries

Execution

Step 2
Share your project in your
own network

Step 3
Communicate and manage expectations
with your corporate sponsor

Step 1
Preparation

Define the project’s scope and budget
according to our guidelines

CREATING VALUE
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HIGH IMPACT MOMENTS
Now that we have an overview of the entire project
journey, stop for a second and look at all the steps

Completion

from the point of view from your corporate sponsor.

Remember, your corporate sponsor is looking to
generate awareness around this project and their
brand.

?
From the perspective of your corporate sponsor, which
steps in your project journey are particularly
interesting for them to report on and create buzz
around?

We call these moments ”high impact moments”

Preparation

CREATING VALUE
FOR CORPORATE
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IDENTIFYING HIGH IMPACT MOMENTS
We can identify these “high-impact” moments by looking at the table we just created, where we listed the steps needed in each phase of the project. For
each step, ask yourself: can reporting on this step provide value in any way for my corporate sponsor? If yes, highlight those moments in yellow.

Preparation Phase

Execution Phase

Completion Phase

Step 1: define the project’s scope and budget
according to our guidelines
Step 2: share your project in your own
network
Step 3: communicate and manage
expectations with your corporate sponsor
Step 4: purchasing all the materials and
arranging the logistics for the project
Step 5: delivering the promised impact to the
project’s beneficiaries
Step 6: follow-up with the beneficiaries to ask
them how their lives improved
Step 7: deliver impact report and sponsor
perks
CREATING VALUE
FOR CORPORATE
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HIGH IMPACT MOMENTS
Now that you’ve identified the high impact moments in
your project, you can start thinking about how to
maximize exposure and awareness around these
moments for your corporate sponsor.

High impact moment
Follow-up with the

Completion

High impact

beneficiaries to ask them how

moment

their lives improved

Deliver impact report
and sponsor perks

For each high impact moment, ask yourself how
your corporate sponsor can benefit.

?

High impact moment
Delivering the promised impact to the
project’s beneficiaries

Preparation

CREATING VALUE
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HIGH IMPACT MOMENTS
Once you have identified the “high impact” moments in your project, list them in another table (like the one below). Then, for each high impact
moment, think about strategies and ideas for how to maximize exposure and awareness around these moments for your corporate sponsor.

High impact moment

Ideas / strategy for maximizing exposure

Step 5: Delivering the promised
Document the whole process of impact delivery on photo and on
impact to the project’s beneficiaries video. Have project members wear branded T-shirt from the corporate
sponsor. Upload all media in the project dashboard. Create engaging
posts around the impact delivery and share with our network. Tag the
corporate sponsors in social posts.
Step 6: Follow-up with the
Conduct video interviews with beneficiaries. Create a summary video
beneficiaries to ask them how their for the project. Create engaging posts around the impact delivery
lives improved
share with our network.
Step 7: Deliver impact report
Create infographics about the impact that was created. Provide timely
and sponsor perks
updates about the status of sponsor perk delivery.

Notes
Ask the corporate sponsor
what they think is the best way
to create exposure around high
impact moments.
Have a set of interview
questions ready
Work with designer if
necessary
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?

TRY IT YOURSELF [WORKSPACE]
Fill in the steps that are needed in each phase, to

Completion

make your step a success. You can use the table
on the next page as a workspace.

?

If you have listed your project according to your
project guidelines, you should have most of the
information already.

Execution

?
Preparation

CREATING VALUE
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PROJECT JOURNEY MAPPING [WORKSPACE]
Use the table below to define the steps needed in each phase, for your project specifically. Then look at each step, and think about which steps are
most relevant for your corporate sponsor to share and create awareness around. Highlight those “high impact” moments in yellow.

Preparation Phase

Execution Phase

Completion Phase

CREATING VALUE
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HIGH IMPACT MOMENTS [WORKSPACE]
Once you have identified the “high impact” moments in your project, list them in another table and think about how to maximize the exposure and
awareness for your corporate sponsor around those moments.

High impact moment

Ideas / strategy for maximizing exposure

Notes

CREATING VALUE
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